The 1980's will be decisive for Europe. But Europe, to use Valery's phrase, seems to be entering the future backwards. Not a few Europeans are beginning to worry about their political, economic and cultural future. Poor in raw materials and energy, burdened with a considerable downward trend in the economy and rising unemployment, confronted with a shift in the international division of labour, politically fragmented and only to a limited extent capable of action, Europe seems to many to be heading for "the decline and fall" which was forecast more than 50 years ago. But anxiety can be a creative force, provided we have the courage to analyse its causes and to transform it into tangible proposals for action. 1
F
or an allegedly "decadent society" Europe has in the past shown an extraordinary vitality. After the United States, the European Community is the world's most powerful industrial unit. The combined Gross National Product of the Community is somewhat higher than that of the United States. With 260 million citizens the European Community exceeds by 30 million the population of the United States and by 150 million that of Japan. The community is the world's major donor of development aid. Were this Europe to speak with one voice -it and its Third World treaty partners -at the united Nations and in other forums of international economic conference diplomacy, it would enjoy a majority. True, complete agreement is an illusion, but the example set by the two Lom~ Conventions proves that Europe enjoys greater political repute than it credits itself with. Besides, the European model of a combination of States without a hegemonial power in which smaller countries retain an opportunity to play their part is tailor-made to suit the requirements of today's interdependent world.
It is true that in the technological sector Europe's position is no longer undisputed. But the European potential is still impressive. There are roughly 400,000 research scientists and engineers in the member countries of the European Community, compared to 370,000 in Japan and 670,000 in the US.
Aggregate research and development spending, both public and private, in Europe currently amount to roughly 2 % of the combined GNP of the EC-countdes. Comparable ratios of the R & D expenditure to GNP are to be found in Japan (1.9 %) and the United States (2.3 %).
* EC-Commission; this contribution is based on a speech by the author in the framework of the Annual Briefing of the Management Centre Europe, Brussels. The views expressed and the facts stated are the sole responsibility of the author.
European scientific achievements in certain sectors of basic research are among the world's best. European successes in nuclear physics, especially fusion research, are undisputed. Accomplishments in chemistry, pharmaceutical research, mechanical engineering and plant construction are in part still impressive, too. It may be said that in absolute terms expenditure on civilian research and development projects in the United States and the EC is roughly comparable. In terms of public expenditure EC research and development is about twice as high as in Japan. 2
Yet both the United States and Japan are clearly in the lead when it comes to industrial innovation and technological utilisation of research findings. Why is this the case? There is no lack of intelligence and talent in Europe, which enjoys the additional advantage of an organic variety of cultures, which can promote creative forces. On the other hand the Europeans have a decisive disadvantage. In the current European Community there are seven languages and ten different research and technology structures and policies. What is more, within the EC there are also differences in educational policy, the extent of subsidies extended to top-flight research and the mobility of research staff. Variety may indeed foster performance and creativity, 
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but only provided it is coupled with an optimum of European coordination and concentration in the fields of R & D, industrial policy and innovation. 3 Industrial policy and foreign trade are in a sense two sides of the same coin. An industry under heavy competitive pressure will be tempted to ask for protection through the medium of trade policy. Many efforts in this direction were in fact made in sensitive areas during recent years. This is true for the steel and textile industries but also for certain sectors particularly affected by Japanese export industries -automobiles, machine tools and entertainment electronics. So far the Community has resorted to defensive trade policy measures only in specific cases, very selectively, and only for limited periods in conformity with GATT rules.
The EC accounts for nearly half the exports of the industrialized countries, with trading between the ECcountries representing 51% of the EC's total trade volume. The EC-countries have a mean ratio of exports to GDP of 25 % -or 12 % if one deducts trade among themselves -compared to 7 % in the case of the USA and 12 % for Japan. The EC clearly constitutes the crossroads of international trade. It sells and buys practically three times as much as the US, four times more than Japan and nine times more than the USSR. 4
However, this central role played by the EC in world trade and the dependence of Europe on the rest of the world for its energy supplies and for non-energy raw materials is a source of vulnerability, in particular in times of crisis. The EC is roughly 55 % dependent on imported energy. If oil supplies from the Middle East were, say, halved the estimated result could be an average 15 % decline in GNP per annum in ECmember countries. In commodities Europe's average dependence on imports amounts to 75 %. The exact position varies by country and commodity.
The shift in the international division of labour produces disintegrating forces for the EC. This change has been caused largely by the fact that Third World countries, in particular the so-called "Newly Industrialized Countries" have, because of their more favourable labour costs, increasingly attracted the production of standardized mass items, such as synthetic fibres, textiles, leather goods, sports goods, games and toys. The Third World countries are keen to gain ground in European export markets, as well as in European domestic markets. They are hard on Europe's heels in much the same way as Europe was hard on America's heels in the 60's and 70's.
At the same time, European countries are running the risk of being permanently outrivalled in many know-how intensive product lines. In these advanced technology sectors-such as photographic equipment, tool-making equipment, motorcars, radio and television sets, clocks and watches-, where Europe has been able to ensure high real earnings to offset losses in classical markets, the European countries have come up against the Japanese challenge and the growing technological potential of others that have followed in Japan's footsteps. As a result of these developments Europe's economic security could face increasing problems. 5
Relations with the US
With the United States the Community had, and to some extent still has, a certain number of difficulties6: in relation to the currently high interest rates, which can only come down if the US inflation rate is reduced, to export credits, steel, textiles and petro-chemicals, and to some extent high technology. But despite these problems and certain misunderstandings with the new US Administration the trade problems at present do not seem likely to erupt into a major clash. The Community remains the largest market for US exports. During 1980, while the overall trade deficit of the US improved slightly, the Community's overall deficit has deteriorated dramatically, reaching $ 61 bn. The Community's bilateral deficit with the US doubled between 1979 and 1980 to $ 24.7 bn. During the first half of 1981, however, a slight improvement could be observed. The US enjoys a trade surplus with every individual Member State of the Community, except Germany, with whom it has a marginal deficit.
Despite this development and the consequently growing protectionist pressures, the open trading system has so far been successfully maintained. However, against the background of slow growth and trade imbalances pressures will become more vocal in sectors where producers consider that their foreign competitors benefit from artificial advantages.
